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Last year 23,144 people who wanted to build homes
wrote to THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL with
questions to be answered by its architectural editors.

LTOGETHER, more than 30,000 homes
in the United States have been built
from plans supplied by the Journal.
Two booklets "What You Should Know
When Building a Little House" (40 pp.) and
"How "to Finance the Building of" a Little

Last Night's

adamant;
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At the same time, these thousands, whl
are at the very moment getting ready to bui
or specify building materials, heaters, paint!
and varnishes, shades, plumbing supplies arid
the like, are poring over the advertising col
umns as well. The opportunity for maniil
facturers of all such goods is obvious.

House" (20 pp.)

have been published by the
Journal and thousands of copies of these distributed free to its readers.
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iamily, you have built with that family a conl
fidence as sturdy and lasting as the four walji
iof the home itself a confidence by which aUi
advertisers in the publication may profit.
And third: Through this vast corresnnnd
.
. ?m
i
jj. .... are aaiiy
ence j.i
mc eauors
teelmg the pulse oi
home owners everywhere, sensing their needs?
their hopes, their problems, and thus learnirii
from day to day how to bring the publicatiol
always closer and closer to the reader, aid
make it therefore more and more servicealj
to all advertisers.
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First: However conservative the estimate,
many millions of dollars a year are spent by
the direct personal advice of Journal editors
in building homes. Furthermore, for each
thousand who write us letters there are many
thousands more who are devouring and developing the plans and ideas presented in the
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pages of the publication itself.
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The curtIs publishing Company
independence square, philadelphia
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specific departments in which

IHE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL renders free personal service to its readers by correspondence
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